QUICK CLICKER INTRO

Mee Ja Sula, DVM, DACVP

Master Teacher: Back to school workshop – AUG 14, 2018

Want to participate? Download the Turningpoint APP on your phone or computer.
Turning point technologies

- Old days…Had to use physical clickers
- Yay for the future … no clickers
A verification email containing a link to create your account has been sent to msula@utk.edu. Follow this link to continue the account creation process and be automatically added to the University of Tennessee Knoxville organization.
Welcome, Mee-Ja

Want to Quick Poll? Click Here!

Current Courses

Manual Course

Enter course name

+ Create

Available Courses

University of Tennessee Knoxville uses Canvas as their Learning Management System. To access your courses, you need to click on the LTI link in Canvas. Once that is done, come back here to select the courses you want to use.

More on interacting with Canvas later...
PowerPoint® Polling
Deliver interactive PowerPoint presentations.
Start now
Video Tutorial

Anywhere Polling
Poll with any application using a floating toolbar.
Start now
Video Tutorial

Self-Paced Polling
Poll your students at their own pace.
Start now
Video Tutorial

Get the latest on all things TurningPoint
Visit our blog for up-to-date news, expert advice and tips on interactive learning.
VIEW NEWS AND EVENTS >>

Learn what’s new in this version of TurningPoint
Find out about the benefits that TurningPoint v8.5 has to offer.
WATCH VIDEO >>
TurningPoint has detected an open version of PowerPoint. You must close out of PowerPoint before proceeding into ‘PowerPoint Polling’.

OK
Click to add

Click to add subtitle
Enter Question Text

A. Enter Answer Text
The skin from which animal is favored for use as shields?

A. Cats
B. Giraffes
C. Humans
D. Pigs
E. Cows
F. Sharks
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The skin from which animal is favored for use as shields?

A. Cats  
B. Giraffes  
C. Humans  
D. Pigs  
E. Cows  
F. Sharks
The first word that pops into your head...

bungee jumping
running
kayaking
rock climbing
video games
weight lifting
jogging
ice fishing
hiking
swimming
The new Enterprise Licensing and Single Sign-On for Turning Technologies will be implemented the week of August 13, 2018. Setup and usage instructions will be updated by the end of the week and will be uploaded to these pages.

TurningPoint by Turning Technologies is the campus-supported personal response system for classroom polling. TurningPoint is a hybrid polling option that provides secure management of courses, rosters, and assessment data while integrating with Canvas. The hybrid polling offers polling from your computer...
Using with Canvas

- I haven’t done this yet… as the materials were released after this presentation was given. I hear that canvas can be used for taking attendance and for tracking responses should you wish to grade activities that you do in class.